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Outline of the Presentation:
• Introduction
• CES as a mechanism of CNR + PA
• Critical steps? 
• Context considerations
• Process considerations
• Looking into the future
International
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• R & D
• Ecoregional approach





Poverty and Degradation of Natural Resources
Land Tenure Education and Capacity
Rural investment in 
Environmental ServicesAccess to markets and services




























































Main Problems of Andean Basins
CES for wider application....
Possible?
Desirable?
Is CES the answer?














Food for Work (several)




ES is not quantified or valued





















































• Conservation and Development simultaneously
• Cannot apply “whoever affects the environment pays”
• Society as a whole not ready to compensate
• Awareness and education levels are relatively low 
• Other priorities












• Diagnosis a necessary step
•Which areas are generating ES?
• How sophisticated? Inter-relationships
• Territorial Zoning - CNR
• Social-economic mapping
• Land use maps
• Management Plans
Community Participatory Planning











• Establish a value for the ES
• Is it always needed? Costly
• Negotiations without valuation of ES
• Which method and how rigorous should it be ?
• Combine environment and socio-economic aspects
• Clear evidence of provision of ES
• Any participatory and simple way to do it?
Example: Payment categories
Categoría 1 o páramo no intervenido  = $ 1,00 / mes / ha.
Categoría 2 o páramo intervenido = $ 0.50 / mes / ha
Categoría 3 o bosque prim. no interv. = $ 1,00 / mes / ha
Categoría 4 o bosque primario interv. = $ 0.50 / mes / ha
Categoría 5 o bosque secundario viejo= $ 0.75 / mes / ha
Categoría 4 o bosque sec. joven = $ 0.50 / mes / ha
Categoría 5 o áreas de agr/gan = $ 0.00 / mes / ha
Categoría 6 o áreas degradadas = $ 0.00 / mes /ha











• Areas for intervention, where and for what
• When it is evident vs not evident provision of ES. Need valuation?
• Better use of scarce resources
• Not necessarily based on economic valuation but social variables
• Other activities in the area, mining












• Contract for provision of ES – supply & demand
• Agreements of different kind, LT platforms
• Co-investment, warranty funds, credit
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(Cannot rely on benefiting with 
ES only from users)
Overlap technologies – environmental and economic benefits:
Sprinkler irrigation, reservoir, agroforestry practices,
Ecoturism. LT & ShT
… maintaining the ecosystem and the ES 
A true CES
No land use change
Research Considerations:
• Minimum information for action (initial and long term)
• Simplify
• Provision of evidence of ES supplied – valuation, payment
• Map of potential CES application
• Role of researcher-convener
• Comparative analysis




• CES as a means to bring other national private investment ?
Concluding Remarks
• CES is a subset of possibilities, has limitations, is a tool
• Can bring stakeholders together – Fund, projection to LT
• Dialogue and platforms – taylor made solutions
• Cannot avoid the long term aspects – youth, 
education, awareness, countries’ economy, culture
• Prevention, beyond reaction
• Innovation systems approach – networking, social variables
• Linking local, national and regional levels – critical mass
• Step by step
Thank you!
¡Muchas gracias!
www.waterforfood.org www.condesan.org
